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Synthesis of Fault Diagnosable Logical Circuits
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T血is paper describes a synthesis of fault diagnosable loglCal circuits.

First, we introduce the combinational circuits suitable for the fault diagnosis,

and present the algorithm for the fault diagnosis and the repalrlng method for

tbese circuits. Second, we offer the optimal synthesis method for a glVen

logical function by means of computer's aids.
Last, we show that these circuits

can be applied to sequential circuits.

1. Introduction

As reliability and availability are demanded of circuits,
it has become an

important problem to develope diagnosable logical circuits. [1], [2] Motivated by

this problem, in this paper we first introduce a combinational circuit suitable for

the fault diagnosis, and investigate the fault diagnosis and the repairing method

for this circuit. Then, we show that these combinational circuiヒs can be systema-

tically diagnosed. Second, we investigate the optimal synthesis metbed for a

single loglCal output function by means of computer's･ aids･ We extend this synthesis

method to the case of multi-otltput functions. We also show that these synthesis

method can be applied in the case that these functions have some forbidden min-

terms, or "don't care". Last, it is shown that these circuits can be applied to

sequential circuits, above all, to sequential circuits in the shift-register type.

2. Structure of the Circuit

ln this paper, we intend to synthesize a glVen loglCal function by the circuit

shown in Fig. 1. Then the circuit is divided into the two part :

(∫) The block part; In this part, we use the module shown in Fig･ 2･ as a

building element, where every terminal y, terminal r, and terminal s of the modules

in the i-th level are respectively connected to the bus lines y,., ri and sJ1 0f the

circuit. While the circuit is operating normally, every bus line ri and
s1 0f the

circuit are set such that (rL:,Si)-(1, 0). The constant value 0, 1, or an input
lT

variable can be applied to the external input terminals c. (where, k-0, 1,-････,2'～rS-1)

0

of the j-th block. Eor brevity, set (c.,
J

J

1

c.,--,c弓'z~g-1)-a,.
we apply the input var-

J

iables x.i+1, Xぎ+2,-･･･, X7～,-1 tO the bus lines yl, y2,

output functions of the:block j are as follows
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Fig. 1 Combinational circuit realization

･l

where, mi is a minterm of variables xs'1, Xb･'2,･--, X,I-1, and each c. takes the value

o, 1, or x,a (&n).
)

(tt) The collector Part ; We use the module shown in Fig. 3. as a building

element. This building element is essentialy same with that of Fig. 2. The output

function f(xl, X2,･･････, Xnr) from a terminal Fl is represented as follows

fl f｡

f

f-svr(yf｡vyfl)

X P

f-qvp(xfovxfl)

Fig. 3 Module in the collector

part of the circuti

Fig. 2 Module in the block part of the circuit
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f(xl･×2,･･
-･Xn) -Pl(首1fd(1)>×1fl(i)) >p2(r2fo(2)>x2fl(2))>

------ > ps(fsfd(s) > xsfj(s)) >･-------> c (3)

where each function fo(J-)(fl()'))is a logical function of variables
x.y+1, Xs'2, ･･･-, X]L

shown in Eqs (1) and (2). Note that the block part (s+1), (s+2),･･････, (s+m) are

the spare blocks for the repair in the case when the failures occur in the circuit･

while the circuit is operating･ normally, we apply 0 to the terminals A/: (i-s+1,

s+2,
･･････,

s+m) so that these spare blocks should not affect the circuit･ We also

apply P,･-1 (j-1, 2,
･･････,s)

and C-0. Then the output function f of Eq･ (3) is

glVen by

f(xl,X2,-,×n) - (ヌ1fo(1)>xlfj(1)) > (貢2fo(2)>x2fl(2)) >

>
(更sf占s)>xsf(.S))

I

(4)

The circuit of Fig. 1 posseses the following properties･

<propertl,. 1> The output function I of the circuit can be set as I-x-jfo(J')Vxjfl(Jl),

provided that C-0, A,･-1, pr-0(r-1, 2, ･･････, j-1, j+1,･･････
,s+m)･

<property. 2> If the failures are detected in the block j, we can exchange the

faulty block for a spare block (s+1), provided that Ps十1-1, P'･-0, xs'1-X'･, as'1-a}.

<property. 3> If the failures occur in the collector part, we can use the next

output terminal F21

<property. 4> In order to set the output lines of all modules in the i-th level of

the block part to 0, we only set (r/:,si)-(0, 0)･ Similarly the lines can be set to 1,

provided that (ri, Sl)-(×, 1)･

3. Fault Diagnosis of the Circuit

ln this section we investigate the fault diagnosis of the combinational circuit

of Fig. 1. The type of the fault is assumed to be either stuck-at-1 (for brevity,

s-a-1), or stuck-aト0 (s-a-0) at the lines connecting modules. The circuit may

have any number of faults. By means of the Properties 1-4, we can obtain the

procedure for the fault diagnosis and the repalrlng皿etbod for the circuit･

3. 1 Fault diagnosis for the collector Part

First of all, we diagnose the collector part by the following metbod･ If the

failure is detected, we can repair the collector part by ProPerty･ 3. In order to

diagnose the collcctor part, we must make an activated path from the terminal C

to the output terminal Fl. Therefore we apply the next two testing inputs (Al･ A2)･

Al.･ C-1

A2= C-0 )in common, p,I:-0 (i-1, 2,-, s+m).

Then, if we gain the output pattern (1, 0) at the output terminal Fl, We Can

conclude
that the collector part operates normally･ OtberⅥ7ise the collector part is

proved to be faulty･

3. 2 Fault diagnosis for t7w block part

After repairing the collector part, we diagnose the block part
by the following
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procedure. If the faulty block is located, then we can repair the block for a new

one by utilizing I,roPeriy. 2.

First, we diagnose the lines L･1-(fo(1), fl(1), ･･･-, fo(s),fl(S)) by applying the next

testing inputs (Tl'T2).

Tl･'(xl, X2,

--･,X,L.･)-(0,
0, -

-
, ())

T2= (xL X2,---, X.,A)-(1,
1. ･･･-, i)

i),i C()mmOn, C-0, (rl,
Lq)-(0,

0), p)･-1 (j-I, 2,

･･･-I,

s), pJ.,-0 (i-s+1, ･･････,

s+m).
When the testing input Tl is applied to the circuit, the output function f

of Eq. (4)

is glVen aS folloⅥ7S

f- fo(l)v fo(2)v ･･･

vfo(j) v ･･ vfo(s) (5)

Therefore, if there exists no the s-a-1 faulty line in fo(1),fo(2), -･･･, fo(ぎ),we gain

I-0
at the Fl by setting (rl, Sl)-(0, 0). However if there exists the s-A-1 faulty

line in them, we gain I-1･ Similarly, the output function I
of Eq. (4) is shown in

Eq. (6) in the case of T2 's
applying

f- fl(l)vfl(2)v
･･･

vfl()') v
･･

Vfl(s)
･ (6)

The same discussion can be done about T2･ As a result, we can conclude: (i) We

gain the output (0, 0) at the Fl, When the testing inputs (Tl, T2) are applied. In

this case, there exists no the s-a-1 faulty line in Ll･ (ii) In the case of (0, 1),

there exist the s-all faulty lines in fl(1),fl(2),.･････,or fl(S). In order to locate the

faulty lines, we apply the next ∫
's testing lnputS.

HII Xl-1, (pl,P2,--,Pざ)-(1, 0, -･･･, 0)

H2･'x2-1, (pl, P2, ･･･-,

A.q)-(0, 1,･--, 0)

H.,･･.
xざ-1, (pl, P2, -････,

Ps)-(0, 0, -････, 1)

in com･mon.. C-0, (rl, Sl)-(0, 0),

Pj-0 (i-s+1,･-･･･, s+m)

If we gain the output 1 at the Fl, by applying
H2

and
H.q･ we can conclude that lines

fl(2) and fl(S) are faulty. (iii) In the case of (1,0), there exist the s-a-1 faulty lines

in fo(1),fo(2),･･････,fo(s).We also can locate the faulty lines by applying the next

testing lnputS.

JII Xl-0, (Pl, P2,-･･･, Pg)-(1, 0,--, 0)

J2･･
x2-0, (Pl, P2, --, P.,I)-(0, 1, ･･--, 0)

J.,･=
xざ-0, (Pl, P2, ･--,

Pざ)-(0, 0,-････, 1)

in com,mow, C-0, (rl, Sl)-(0, 0),

P,,:-0 (i-s+1, --,

s+m).

(iv) In the case of (1, 1), we can locate the s-α-1 faulty lines in Ll by applying the

Hl, H2'･･････'Hs, Jl, J2, ･･････, and Js.

Next we diagnose the s-a10 faulty lines in Ll･ So that we apply the following

2s 's testing Inputs tO the circuit.

Dl(El) ∫
Xl-1 (0), (Pl, P2,･･･-, P.q)-(1, 0,････-, 0)

D2(E2) ∫ X2-1 (0), (Pl, P2, ･--, A.q)-(0, 1,---, 0)

D.s･(Es) I xざ-1 (0), (pl, P2, -.･･,

Pg)-(0, 0, --, 1) i
in common, C-0, sl-1, p{:-0

(i-s+1, ･･････

s+m).

Suppose we apply testing Input Dj tO the circuit. The output function at the FI Can

be expressed as follows

f- fl(j) (7)
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Hence, we gain the output 1 at the Fl, if there exists no the s-a-0 faulty in

the line fl(''). Otherwise we gain the output 0. As easily known from the above

considerations, we can locate the s-a-0 faulty lines in Ll, by observing the output

at the Fl.

In the same way we can continue to diagnose the lines L2-(go(1), gl(1), t,o-o(2), gl(2),

･･････,

go(2s), gl(2s)),
L3, ･.････, i"_.i-1

Successively. The details are to be referred to the

authors'note[3].

4. Synthesis
of a I.ogicaZ Function

ln what follows we investigate the synthesis of a loglCal function using the

circuit shown in Fig. 1.

4. 1 Definitions

ln preparation
for later discussions, ∇e glVe necessary definitions in the foト

lowing.

<Deflnition･ 1> G is a subset of N･百means that G--N＼G,where N-(xl, X2,
･･-･,Xn).

<De′iniiion1 2> lGl denotes the number of variables in G.

<Definition･ 3> G-(xil, Xi2, --,

Xis) is called a set of independent variables for the

function flるiff the function can be expanded with respect to G as follows

fn-(¥ilfo(1) > xilfl(1)) > (宮i2fo(2)> xi2fl(2)) >
---

> (¥ijfo(j)> xjjfl(j))>
--- > (*J･sfo(早)>

･xisfl(s))

(8)

where, each fo()')(or, fl(j)) is a function of variables
Xi,q.1, Xis十2, --, Xi",.

<Derinition･ 4> -G
(aJ:) is a function which means a vector composed of elements

in ai Whose correspoding variables exist in G, where ai is a row vector with n-

dimension, corresponding to a minterm of
fn･

くDefinition･ 5> For a glVen function Fl乙, G is called a maximum set of independent

variables for I,I, iff there exists no set of independent variables
G'

which satisfies

GIニコG.

<DeFinition･ 6> For a glVen function FIE, We define the largest width w of f71 aS

follows

w-m?xIGjJ (9)
J

where, G). is a maximum set of indepenent variables for I"/･

4. 2 A felt)comments On the optimal circuits

Assume that an n一Variables logical function I,L Can be expanded with respect to

G-(Xlll, X,J'2,.･････ Xiw) as follows

fn-(音i. f(.1)>
xi.ffl))

v (*i2f(.2)vxi2fS2))>--v(¥iwf(ow)>xiwfくw))･ (.o)

where,
G

gives the largest width w of
fナ,,･ Hence the function fn can be synthesized

as shown in Fig. 4. Then, the number M of modules needed for synthesizing the

loglCal function I," the number B of modules contained in a block of the circuit, and
●

the number T of external input10utPut terminals of the circuit, are as follows
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ii
X,･w

ii
Xi2

Fig. 4 Circuit realization with G-(一il, I/i/i2,
･･･-, ri,'J,)

M -w(2n~W-1),

B-2n~W- 2
,

T -

w･2n~W+3n-w-1.

M, B and T decrease as w increases. Therefore we obtain the next theorems and

lemma.

〔Theorem･ 1〕 G is a set of independent L･ariables for I,i ijf for any al
Satisfying

I,I (a･i)

-i, there exists a variable xJ:, Xi∈G, and the next condition 1 or 2 is
satisfied.

condition
･1

; There exist 2IGt-1 's
vectors β,Iwhich satisfy

I,a (βj)-1,否(a,I.)-G-(βj),X･J: (β,.)

-(1).
condition･ 2 ; There exist 2帖卜1 's

vectors β]u,hick satisfy f抑(βj)-1,G- (a･;)-育(β,･),xJ(β.,･)

･-I(〟).

We can obtain the next lemma from the above theorem.

〔Lemma. 1〕 Zn the O∧トarray
of

Fn〔4〕,if there exists a vector a,: which does not satisf5･
GM

(ai)-杏(β,/:1)-
･･ ･-

-GH(βib), u,lwe k≧2lG卜1, βij∈ ON-a,,ay, then
G is not a set of

independent variables for f)a.

〔Theorem1 2〕 We can obtain the optimal circuit by seeking th･e set of independent variables

G for I,けu)here, tGJ is the largest width of
I/,7.

Based on these theorems and lemma, we will consider a method of synthesizing

an optimal circuit in the next section.

4. 3 The algorithm for the optimal circuit synthesis

Given a logical function fm we synthesize the optimal circuit by the following

algorithm.

step･ I) An n-variables function fn is given in the form of ON-Array.

step･ 2) As an initial condition, set i-n.

step･ 3) Seek a subset of variables
G in order, and go to step. 4.

where, lGl-i.

If all
G are checked, go to step. 6).

step･ 4) According to Lemma. 1, examine whether this G satisfies the necessary

condition for a set of independent variables for I/,i,or not. If the condition is

satisfied, then go to step. 5)I, otherwise go to step. 3).
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step･ 5) According to Theorem. 1, examine the sufficient condition of G･ If it is

satisfied, go to step. 7), otherwise go to step. 3).

step･ 6) Set i-ト1, then go to step. 3).

step･ 7) Synthesize the circuit by expanding
I",

with respect to the G･

4. 4 Example

Now we explain briefly the synthesis method mentioned above with the use of

the next example.

[ExampZe. 1] Given a logical function f expressed as the following form

f=x】×3×5×8 > X2X3×5×8 > ×3×4X5×8 >

×3×5×6×8 > ×3X5×6×8 > ×3X5×了×8
(14)

By applying to f the synthesis method of 4･3, we can get the set of independent

variables
G in Eq.(15) which give the largest width for I.

G - 1xl,X2,X4,X6,X7i (15)

Therefore we can expand the logical function f with respect to G and synthesize

the optimal circuit for f as shown in Fig･ 5･

(ql,x8,又8)

■■

:i≡i…i;i
LJ]
[lLI

EIlt

rrl

I

□
∩
∩

×7 X6 X4 ×2 ×1

Fig. 5 Circuit realization for Eq. (14)

4. 5 Synthesis
of

a logical function u)ith "don't care"

We glVe the synthesis method
for the optimal circuit in 4･3･ In this section

we also show this method can be applied in the case that the loglCal function f,a

has "don't care", with minor modifications.

For a loglCal function frz･with山don't care'', the Theorem･ 1 and I-emma･ 1 can be

rewritten as follows.

〔Theorem･ 3〕 G is a set of
independent variables for f'" iH, for anJ, a/:∈ON--array, there

exists a variable
xI,･, X/･∈G and the next condition I or 2 is

satisfied.

condition. 1 ; There exist 21G卜1 's
vectors βj,β,･∈ ON-array U DC-array,貴which satisf_l'

G-(ai)-杏(β,I),x･i (βj)-(1).

i.
DC-array denotes the set of minterms of "don't care".
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Condltion･ 2 ; There exist 21GL~1 's
vectors β'･,βj∈ ON-array U DC-array, which satisfy

GN(a,i)-G (βj),Xi (β,.)-(0).
〔Lemma･ 2〕 Zn the ON-array

of
fn if there exists a vector a,"uhich does not saiisfy否(a2:)

-育(β?:1)-G1βi2)-･･･--育(βib),Where, k≧2I@1-1, βrl,∈ ON-array U DC-array, then G is not

a set of independent variables for fn.

Therefore we can utilize the synthesis method in 4･3
with some modifications.

5. Synthesis
of MuZti-Output Functions

5. 1 The synthesis method

ln this section we discuss abut the synthesis method for multトoutput func-

tions･ In this case the circuit configuration in Fig. 1
must be modified a little.

This modified circuit is
shown in Fig･ 6, and also verified to be fault diagnosable

circuit.

Next we investigate the synthesis method for the optimal circuit for multi-

output functions･ Assume that functions fl, f2, ･･･, fnL are glVen. If these functions

can be expanded as follows

(0,I,×L･k,又ik)

Xik

×

-
1

1

l

[

l

F

Ll

×z･k+nm l 0 o 0 0 0

Fig. 6 Circuit realization for multi-output functions

f.
=gl(×iK..･K) >g号(×iK.2,K)

>
->g71(×iK+nl ,K)I

f2 -

g…(xiK.1,K)
>

g…(×iK+2_･K)>->g22(×]_K+n2,K),
●

●

fm-
gl(×iK+1,K)

>
g忌(xiK.2,K)>･･･> gnmm(×ik.nれこ,K)･

where･ K- 1xil,×i2
･･･

,×iKi
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Then, we can synthesize these multi-output functions by the circuit shown in Fig. 6･

As easily known, it is necessary,
for obtaining the optimal circuit for multi-output

functions, to seek the K
whose ZKl is the least number.

We call the K as Kl,Lip,.

By using Definitions 1
and 3, Km.;n can be represented as follows

Kmin -

m;n.=LjmGZ
(.7)

)

where, G; is a set of independent variables for f)A. Hence, we can obtain
KlnLTJn, by

applying the algorithm of 4･3 and Eq. (17). We also research the synthesis method

for multi-output functions, and have programmed it.

5. 2 Example

As an example we synthesize an optimal circuit for Eq. (18). The circuit

obtained by the programming is shown in Fig. 7, where, Kn～,in-(x2, X4, X6, X7), lKm,JlnE

-4.

(0,l,X,,X17)

Fig. 7 Circuit realization for logical functionsfl andf2 0f Eq. (18)

fl
-×1×2×4×6 > X2X3×4×6 >×2×4×6>×lX7

> x2×4X6X7 > X2X3X4×6 > X2X4X5×6

f2-
x2X4X6X7 V XJX4X6X7 V X4X6X8

> ×4×5×6×7 > .X4X7

6. Extension to the Sequential Circuits

Here Ⅵ7e Show that these circuits can be applied to sequential circuits. Con-

cerning the diagnosable sequential circuits, a number of authors have discussed,[5]･

[6] In this section, we consider a synthesis of sequential circuit in the shift-register

type〔7〕･〔･.1〕shown in Fig. 8, and show that these sequential circuits can be easily

diagnosed･ In the circuit of Fig･ 8, the transient function I- can be expressed as

follows
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the shift reglSter

Fig. 8 The block diagram of the sequential

circuit in the shift-register type

where, Xl, X2 ; the set of external input variables

XIUX2-(xl, X2, ････-,

Xn), XlnX2-¢

Yl, Y2 ; the set of variables from the shift register

YIUY2-(yl, y2, ･････.,

ym), YlnY2-?

f
-甲](Xl･,Yl,Xi.)

>中耳+1(×.,yl,
where, X2-(Xrll, X,L'2, ･･････

Y2-(yL'1, y7'2, --

Therefore, it is necessary,

register type, to seek the

Y2I is the largest number.

in the shift-register type,

>甲子(xl･Yl･ ×i2)>-一- >甲与(×1,Yl,×ik)

yi) > --

>如+A(.x., y.,･y.e)｣

Xik),

yl'l).

for obtaining the optimal sequential circuit in the shift-

set of independent variables X2 U Y2 for f, where lX2J+I

However in synthesizing the optimal sequential circuit

we must give careful considerations to the partition of

equivalent states, states asslgnmentS, and so on.

7. Conclusion

ln this paper we have considered the fault diagnosable loglCal circuits. Then

we have shown that it is necessary, for obtaining the optimal circuit, to seek the

set of independent variables
a

which give the largest width w. So that we glVe

the algorithm for synthesizing the optimal circuit, and have programmed it. We

have also shown these synthesis method can be applied in the case of function with

"don't care" and multi10utPut functions. Furthermore we have extended these fault

diagnosable circuits to the sequential circuits. As an example we have presented a

sequential circuit in the shift-register type.
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